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Modulated microstructuresin calcian ankerite
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Department of Physics,University of Oslo, Box 1048 Blindern, 0316 Oslo, Norway

Ansrnncr
Modulated microstructures have been frequently observed in dolomite [CaMg(COr)r]
and occasionally in other rhombohedral carbonates.The modulations are often accompanied by a crosscuttingbanding that has been interpreted as growth banding, but whose
crystallographicand genetic origins remain enigmatic.
In the present investigation calcian ankerites [Ca(Fe,Mg,MnXCOr)r]with a modulated
microstructure have been characterizedwith rEM, revealing some new aspectsof the modulation geometry.The modulations appearto be finger- or rodlike featuresoriented parallel
to the growth direction of the crystals. This configuration may be the result of a microcellular erowth mechanism with an accumulation of impurities between the cells.

Two types of weak superstructure reflections, one
termedc-typereflectionsby Reederand Wenk (1979)and
Since the first documentation by Reeder and Wenk the other termed d-type refleclions by Van Tendeloo et
(1979),a number of workershave reporteda modulated al. (1985), have been recognizedin carbonateswith a
microstructure in transmissionelectronmicroscope(rrvr)
modulated microstructure (Gunderson and Wenk, 1981;
imagesof carbonates
with spacegroupR3 (dolomitetype) Wenk and Zhang, 1985; Barber and Khan, 1987; Miser
(Reeder, l98l; Van Tendeloo et al., 1985; Wenk and et al., 1987).Both are observedfor small local domains,
Zhang, 1985;Reederand Prosky, 1986;Barber and Khan, as demonstrated through high-resolution electron mi1987; Miser et al., 1987), and occasionallycarbonates croscopy(Hner'a)anddark-field(or)imagingofdolomites
withspacegroupR3c(calcitetype)(GundersonandWenk, by Van Tendeloo et al. (1985) and Wenk and Zhang
l98l; Frisia Bruni and Wenk, 1985). Most reports of (1935),and both display a superstructurethat is incommodulated structures in R3-type carbonateshave been patible with the ideal symmetry of the host carbonate.
for dolomite. Reportsof modulationsin ankeriteare scarce The d-type reflectionshave been observedin carbonates
(e.g.,Barberand Khan, 1987).Ankerite and dolomite are only with spacegroup R3, whereasc reflectionsoccur in
isostructural phasesand form a solid solution in which
structureswith both spacegroups R3 and R3c. The suup to approximately two-thirds of the Mg in dolomite
perstructuresmost probably relate to ordering of the catcan be replacedby Fe'?t.Becauseof the closerelationship ions (Van Tendeloo et al., 1985; Wenk and Zhang, 1985;
betweenthesephases,it seemsreasonableto assumethat Reksten, 1990). An intimate associationbetween c-type
the crystallographic and genetic origins of characteristic superstructuresand the modulated microstructures has
microstructures are analogousin ankerite and dolomite.
been described (Gunderson and Wenk, l98l; Reeder,
The presentpaper is a documentationof modulated l98l; Van Tendeloo et al., 1985; Miser et al., 1987).
structuresin calcian ankerite cement in a Jurassic sand- However, there are reports of dolomite with a modulated
stone from the North Sea.According to previous inves- microstructure for which c-type reflectionshave not been
tigationsof thesesamplesby Saigaland Bjorlykke (19S7), detected(Wenk and Zenger,1983).Also, recent obserthe ankeritesformed at temperaturesbetween60 and 120 vations by Reksten(1990) of c-type reflectionsin calcites
oC.
with a whole range of microstructures, including nearly
The modulated microstructures produce a wavelike defect-freecrystals, suggestthat c reflections and moducontrast in reu images,with alternating dark and bright lated microstructures occur independently.
regions.The modulations are often crosscutby a coarser
The modulations were initially interpreted as an exsobanding, which has been interpreted as growth banding lution product in metastable nonstoichiometric carbon(e.g., Reeder and Prosky, 1986). Both modulations and ates,but it is now evident that they are related to growth
banding have previously been interpreted as lamellar fea- of the crystal (Reeder and Prosky, 1986), even though a
tures, each approximately parallel to a plane of the form proper model for the growth mechanism is still lacking.
{1014}, althoughReederand Prosky (1986) emphasized Different theoriesfor the causeof the modulationshave
that the trace of the modulations is alwayscloselyparallel been put forward. Most authors seemto support the idea
to the growth normal of the respectivesectorsin the crys- of a slight variation in the concentrationsof different cattals.
ions, since most modulated structures are observed in
INrnonucrroN
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Fig. 2. sAD pattem from calcian ankerite with a modulated
structure. Weak streaksinvariably occur for all reflections,even
when crystals are tilted up to 50'about an axis nearly parallel
to [I 104]*. The direction of streakingis indicated by an arrow
on the photograph.
formation, and an interpretation of this microstructure
must be based on a correct description of the modulation

geometry.
Fig. 1. Typicalmicrostructures
in the ankeritecement.(A)
Mrrnoos
Heterogeneous
irregulartype of contrast.Scalebar is 200 nm.
Areas ofinterest were selectedin petrographicthin sec(B) Modulatedmicrostructurewith crosscutting
banding.The
vectorsk-" andko"arenormalto thetracesof modulationsand tions and mounted on copper grids. The samples were
banding,respectively,
and are usedfor analysesof the traces. further thinned in an Edwards argon ion mill and then
Scalebar is 300nm.
coated with a thin layer ofcarbon to avoid charging.
Two JEOL instruments, a 200cx and a zoooFx at the
Department of Physics,University of Oslo, were used in
nonstoichiometriccarbonates(Reeder, l98l; Van Ten- this study. Both were equipped with Tracor Northern
deloo et al., 1985; Wenk and Zhang, 1985; Barber and X-ray microanalyzers using energy dispersive Si(Li) deKhan, 1987). Efforts to verify this correlation by direct tectors.
chemical analysesof dark and bright regionsof the modExpnnrnnnNTAl RESULTS
ulations have not been successful,owing to their fine scale.
Alternative theories are based on observations of modThe chemical composition of the ankerite as deterulated structures in stoichiometric carbonates.Gunder- mined by X-ray microanalyses in the rEM,
son and Wenk (1981),reportingon modulatedstructures Ca, ,rFeoooMgoooMnooo(COr)r,
deviatesfrom ideal cation
in pure calcite, favor the idea of rotational disorder of stoichiometry. Estimated errors for Ca and Fe are about
CO, groups giving rise to the modulations. Miser et al. + 50/0.For Mg it is probably as much as 150/o
and for Mn
(1987)suggestthat volumetricallyinsignificantc domains about + l0o/0.
causea modulated strain effect in the structure of a stoireu images of the ankerite reveal a pervasive heterochiometric dolomite. There is, of course,a possibility that geneouscontrast. The microstructure is either quite irthere are different origins of the modulated contrast in regular, as in Figure 1A, or is a more regular modulated
different cases.
microstructure (Fig. lB). The modulations have a waveThe present investigations have revealed some new length of approximately 100-300 A and are commonly
characteristics of the modulated microstructures. The accompanied by a straight crosscutting banding with a
modulations appear not to have the lamellar configura- more variable wavelength.
There seemto be severaldegreesofdevelopment ofthe
tion indicated by previous workers. The modulated microstructure is a signature of the processesleading to its modulated microstructure. The boundariesbetweendark
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Fig. 4. or image ofc-type superstructurereflection revealing
small domains within the host ankerite. Note elongation of domains parallel to the trace of the modulations. Scalebar is 200
nm.

Fig.3. sADpatternofankeritewith c- andd-typesuperstructure reflections
indicatedby arrows.
structural features can be found through tilting experiments. It is important to note, however, that the traces
of modulations and banding not only depend on the oriand bright regions are sometimesdiffuse and sometimes entation of the crystal relative to the incident electron
rather sharp.It is difficult to diminish the contrast in both beam, but also on how the specimenhas been cut. Thus
modulations and banding in some crystals, whereas in it is necessaryto carry out tilting experimentson several
others it is difficult to obtain the contrast.
crystalsthat have been cut differently with respectto the
In selected-areadiffraction (seo) patterns of regions orientation of the microstructures to find the true orienhaving a modulated microstructure, the reflections are tation of modulationsand banding.
somewhat broadened or streaked in a direction perpenThe ankerite crystals used for tilting experimentswere
dicular to the trace of the modulations (Fig. 2). The cut in three distinctly different directions. This should
streaking is present even when the specimen is tilted provide reliable results from the analysesof the traces,
through a large angle about an axis normal to the streak- which have been carried out through the application of
ing. The streaking seemsto be more distinct when the stereographicprojections(seee.g., Johari and Thomas,
modulations are more pronounced.
I 969).
Weak c- and d-type superstructurereflectionshave been
Let the vector k- denote the direction parallel to the
noted in the diffraction patterns (Fig. 3). The c-type re- shortestperiod associatedwith the modulations, whereas
flections occur halfway to fundamental reflections such the correspondingvector ko servesfor the banding. For
as I 120, 1014 and I018, whereasd reflectionsappearat every TEMimage of modulations and banding there are
the positionsof 0110 (which is extinct in R3 structures) corresponding vectors, denoted k-" and ko", measured
and as satellites around 000/ reflections parallel to c*. along the normals to the tracesof modulations and bandThe intensity and sharpnessof the superstructurereflec- ing, respectively (Fig. lB). The vectors k-" and ko" are
tions from different crystals or crystal regions are vari- fixed by the direction of incidence of the electron beam
able. The c-type reflectionsare slightly more intensethan and the orientation relations betweenmicrostructuresand
the d-type reflections.or images of c-type reflections re- foil surface.Tilting experimentsof one singlecrystal proveal small localized domains, a few tens of nm in size, vide a rangeofk-" and ko" vectors, which are marked as
sometimes elongated parallel to the trace of the modu- points in the stereoplot (Fig. 5A).
lations (Fig. a). The volume fraction of such domains
Another set ofvectors, k*' and ko', are functions only
seemsto vary from region to region within a crystal, as of the foil surface orientation relative to the crystalloalso implied by the variable intensities of the superstruc- graphic axes and the microstructure. These vectors are
ture reflections.
normal to every single k-" and kb" vector, respectively.
Hence, k-' and ko' are representedby the intersectionsof
Tilting experiments
great circles drawn around each k-" and ko" point in the
The rnr'r image is a two-dimensional projection parallel stereoplot.Note that the k' vectors are parallel to the line
to the optic axis of the microscope.The three-dimen- ofintersection betweenthe foil surfaceand the respective
sional crystallographic orientation of individual micro- microstructure in a crystal. Experiments on one single
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Fig. 5. (A) Stereographicplot of data for different orientations ofa singlespecimen.Eachgreatcircle (indicatedby a dashed
line) correspondsto a diffraction pattern. The orientation ofk-"
and ko" vectors relative to their correspondingdiffraction patterns are marked with solid dots and open dots, respectively.(B)
Stereographicplot showing orientation ofk-" (solid dot) and ko"

(open dot) vectors as in Figure 5A. Great circles indicated by
solid lines are drawn 90'from the individual k-" vectors, and
great circles indicated by dashed lines are drawn 90" from the
ko" vectors. Approximate orientations ofk*' and ko' at intersections ofgreat circles, indicated by both solid and dashed lines,
are shown.

crystal result in one k-' vector related to the modulations
and one ko' related to the banding (Fig. 5B).
Following this procedure for severalcrystalscut in different orientations, a range ofgreat circle intersectionsis
found, eachconsistentwith a k-'- or kb'-type vector. This
is indicated in Figure 6, which reveals that k-' vectors
from different crystals plot in a region around [I 104]*,
whereasko'vectors are spread out defining a great circle
in the stereoplotthat is very closeto the trace of(1 104).
The vectors k- and ko, defining the real orientations of
modulations and banding, are norrnal to all the k-' and
ko' vectors respectively.Hence, ko is normal to the plane
spanned by ko' vectors from different crystals, i.e., parallel to [I 104]*. The modulation vector k-, however,does
not have a single direction, but rather may take any direction within the plane (l 104). Becausethe k vectors are
parallel to the shortestperiods of their correspondingmicrostructures,the banding is a planar or lamellar structure parallel to (I 104), whereasthe modulations can be
describedas undulant fingers or rods pointing in a direction normal to the plane of banding (Fig. 7A).

2). The streaking norrnal to the trace of the modulations
was present even when the sample was tilted through a
large angle about an axis parallel to the trace. This indicates that the streaks through the spots are merely projections ofdisk-shaped reflections,which are the expressions in reciprocal spaceofrodlike structures.
In agreementwith previous observationson dolomites
(Wenk et al., 1983;Van Tendelooet al., 1985;Wenk and
Zhang, 1985), the present investigation shows that weak
c-type superstructurereflections arise in small local domains. The domains are present in variable amounts, as
observed in on images (Fig. a) and as indicated by the
variable intensities of the superstructurereflections.This
limited occurrenceis in contrast to the pervasive distribution of the modulated microstructure throughout the
crystals. A direct correlation between the c-type superstructure reflectionsand the modulations seemsunlikely.
If the modulations were causedby strain bordering the c
domains, one would expect the microstructure to be less
pervasive, more or less varying with the proportions of
domainspresent.In addition, Reksten(1990)reportsthat
the occurrenceof c-superstructurereflections for calcite
bears no relation to modulated microstructures,supporting the lack ofcorrelation observedin ankerite.
The observation that c domains are sometimes elongated parallel to the trace of the modulations may indicateaL association,however. It has now become evident
that the modulations are related to growth of the crystals
(Reeder and Prosky, 1986) with the trace of the modu-

DrscussroN
present
investigation strongly suggest
The resultsofthe
that the modulated contrast observedin calcian ankerites
(and calcian dolomites) is causedby a rod-shaped variation within the crystal. This is primarily indicated by
analysesof tilting experiments, but streaking of reflections in sAD patterns also supports the conclusion (Fig.
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plot showingregionsofintersectionof
Fig. 6. Stereographic
greatcirclesindicatingk-' and kb' vectorsfor specimens
cut in
differentorientations-asillustratedfor onecrystalin Figure58.
parallel
The normalto all ko' yectors,i.e.,ko,is approximately
to [I 104]*.The plane(I 104)is nearlynormalto all k-' vectors.
lations, as seenin relnrimages,closelyfollowing the growth
normal. Hence, it seemslikely that the elongation of domains and the occurrence of modulated structures are
both resultsofgrowth processes.Suchan indirect relation
seemsmore reasonablethan the idea that one of the features is the direct result ofthe other.
Gundersonand Wenk (1981)consideredrotationaldisorder of CO, groups to be the most likely origin of the
modulations and the c-type reflections in pure calcite.
They believed a disordered arrangement of CO, groups
would be particularly likely to occur during rapid growth
on {1014}. Although rotational disorder of CO, groups
cannot be ruled out completely,variation in cationsseems
to be a more plausible causeof the modulated structures.
Both c- and d-type domains supposedlycontain more
Ca than the ideal ankerite structure, as proposed for the
analogouscaseof dolomite by Van Tendelooet al. (1985)
and Wenk andZhang (1985).The presenceof thesedomains could account for much of the excessCa encountered in the samples.Still, some of the excessCa could
be involved in the formation of a modulated microstructure, possibly supported by trace elements. Small variations in cation concentrationsprobably explain the banding that crosscutsthe modulations, which according to
Reeder and Prosky (1986) is clearly a growth banding.
Growth banding most often reflects variable conditions
or compositions of the pore fluids from which the crystal
has grown. Such variables could be reflected in a modulated microstructure as well, if crystal growth is microcellular with impurities accumulating between rodlike cells
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F\g. 7. (A) Perspective drawing of rodlike cells growing
normal to a (1104) face ofankerite. (B) Cross-sectionofFigure
7A, normal to the growth face, illustrating cellular growth with
accumulation of impurity elementsbetweenthe cells.
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(Fig. 7B). Cellular growth of rhombohedral carbonates
has not been documented, but it was, nevertheless,suggestedby Barberet al. (1985)as a possiblegrowth mechanism for saddledolomites with a ribbon microstructure.
Cellular growth generallyrequires a high degreeofsupersaturation(Sunagawa,l98l). The exact degreeofsupersaturation that is necessaryvaries with the phasesand
conditions involved, and data relevant to ankerite or dolomite growth are not available. The size of ankerite crystals with a pervasive modulated structure may be of the
order of several pm, as observed in this study. Thus, if
cellular growth is responsible for these microstructures,
the degreeof supersaturationmust somehow have been
kept at a rather high level for long periods of time. The
variation in sharpnessof contrast in images of the modulated microstructures in different crystals may be the
expressionof diferent degreesof supersaturation.
From a crystallographic point of view microcellular
growth is a reasonablemodel. The rods or cells are normal to the {1104} growth bands, which are really fossil
growth surfaces,and which occur commonly on crystals
of dolomite. The cells must be bounded by appropriate
cell walls.The planes(l 120),(10I2), (2TT6),(1216)and
(0112) are all nearly parallel to the cells, or [1104]*,
whereasthe planes(1I02) and (1I08) deviatefrom parallelismby only 10-20'. The forms {1120} and 10112}
occur commonly on crystals of many rhombohedral carbonates,and { 1108}is a common twin plane.All of these
planes may plausibly constitute walls for the microcells.
CoNcr,usroNs
l. The modulated microstructure of calcian ankerite
has a rodlike geometry, the rods being oriented parallel
to one ofthe (1104)* reciprocaldirections.
2. The crosscuttingbanding is a lamellar structure parallel to {I104}, i.e.,normal to the rods.
3. The banding has previously been interpreted as
growth banding, which, assuming this is a correct interpretation, implies that the rods are oriented normal to
the growth surface.
The rod structure may be the result of a cellular growth
process,during which minor elements(i.e., some of the
excessCa or, possibly, trace elements)accumulatein the
reentrantsbetweenthe cells. At least 6-8 crystallographic
planes parallel or nearly parallel to [1104]* constitute
plausible cell walls. The difference between intra- and
intercell composition could be responsiblefor the modulated contrast observedby reu.
Much of the excessCa encountered in the ankerite
samples can probably be accounted for through incor-

poration in c- or d-type superstructuredomains. The domains occur in a nonpervasive manner, and there seems
to be no direct correlation between superstructuredomainsand modulatedmicrostructures.
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